Supply List

Drawing with Color
Instructor: Nora Dorfer – Room 337 at Courtyard Center, Plano

- Bristol Vellum Drawing Pad 11”x14”
- 2 Drawing Pencils:
  - 1 HB pencil
  - 1 2B pencil
- 2 Erasers: 1 Magic Rub and 1 Kneaded Eraser
- Hand Held Pencil Sharpener
- 1 set of Prismacolor Pencils*

*24 pencil set, MFR03597, minimum, larger, if budget permits. 1 (one) Prismacolor COLORLESS blender pencil. (DO NOT BUY VERITHIN).

Please sharpen all pencils before coming to class.

Supplies MUST be brought to the first class!